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VILLANI GIOVANNI

Semi-automatic packing machines to pack empty bottles into trays - dimensions: 600X800/800X1200/1000X1000;

Leak tester machine from 1000 pcs/h for the linear model to 30.000 pcs/h for the rotary model;

Belt conveyors and modular conveyors with thermoplastic chains of any type and size;

Bagger machines;

Depalletizers for packs of bottles in trays and bags;

Weighing station for weighing pieces up to 10kg;

Coex neck milling machine;

Bottle cutting machines from 1500 pcs/h up to 30.000 pcs/h;

Bottle and can cutters for oval and/or square shapes from 1200 up to 3600 pcs/h depending on the kind of bottle;

Labelling systems for self-adhesive labels;

Filling machines for liquid detergents and OTC products;

Machines for various types of special assembly;

Parison cutting blades;

Blowing equipment (nozzles, male components and die plates, moulds for removing bottle risers, etc.);

Format change for printing machines;

Bottle removing and packaging units for PET machines – like Aoki/Nissei, etc.;

Camera control system for bottles and caps;

Gravitational orienter units for plastic caps;

Special machines available on request.

Automatic packing machines to pack empty bottles into trays complete with trays magazine, pallet magazine and
end-of-line stacker;

Thanks to the know-how gained in over 40 years of experience in industrial automation and in partnership 
with leading manufacturers and users of equipment to process plastic materials, we provide a vaste 
range of equipment and accessories that are key to ensure automation for all industrial processes.

Here are some of our machines and accessories:

In the world of automation since 1971


